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Summary
Mutation is the source of both beneficial adaptive variation
and deleterious genetic load, fueling the opposing selective
forces than shape mutation rate evolution. This dichotomy is
well illustrated by the evolution of the mutator phenotype,
a genome-wide 10- to 100-fold increase in mutation rate.
This phenotype has often been observed in clonally expanding populations exposed to novel or frequently changing
conditions [1–5]. Although studies of both experimental
and natural populations have shed light on the evolutionary
forces that lead to the spread of the mutator allele through
a population [5–11], significant gaps in our understanding
of mutator evolution remain [12]. Here we use an experimental evolution approach to investigate the conditions
required for the evolution of a reduction in mutation rate
and the mechanisms by which populations tolerate the
accumulation of deleterious mutations. We find that after
w6,700 generations, four out of eight experimental mutator
lines had evolved a decreased mutation rate. We provide
evidence that the accumulation of deleterious mutations
leads to selection for reduced mutation rate clones in populations of mutators. Finally, we test the long-term consequences of the mutator phenotype, finding that mutator lines
follow different evolutionary trajectories, some of which lead
to drug resistance.
Results and Discussion
While the invasion of mutator alleles has been observed upon
multiple occasions [5, 11] and antimutator alleles have been
identified [13, 14], the restoration of low mutation rates in populations fixed for the mutator phenotype has yet to be demonstrated in experimental populations—even those that have
been propagated for 50,000 generations [15] (although see
[16, 17]). One of the most consistent results of experimental
evolution is the steep initial increase in the fitness of a population, a response to the typically novel conditions inflicted upon
the focal organism by experimenters [15, 18]. Under these
conditions, low mutation rates and low fitness increase the
likelihood of fixation of a mutator allele by hitchhiking with
a new beneficial mutation [12, 19]. Here we test the expectation that the opposite circumstances—an initially high
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mutation rate in a high-fitness population—could induce selective pressure against high mutation rates. To create these
conditions, we engineered a msh2 haploid mutator strain of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and propagated replicate populations in an environment to which they were already relatively
well adapted.
Fitness Trajectories Suggest Weak Selection
In order to determine the fitness trajectory of the eight mutator
and eight nonmutator lines during experimental evolution, we
obtained the measurements for fitness relative to the corresponding ancestral strain of populations at generations 500,
1,800, 3,100, 4,700, 5,700, and 6,700 (Figure 1). The shallow
increase in fitness shown in Figure 1 contrasts with the initially
steep, then decelerating increase in fitness observed in other
evolution experiments [15, 18] and support the idea that the
founding populations were initially relatively well adapted.
The nonmutator lines show a steady increase in fitness over
the course of the experiment with four of the eight lines
showing, after 6,700 generations, a significant increase in
absolute growth rate compared to the ancestor (Figure 1,
95% confidence interval, n = 4). The difference in the fitness
trajectory of our experimental populations compared to other
experiments suggests that these populations were experiencing weak directional selection. Five out of eight mutator
lines (compared to one of the nonmutator lines) had a lower
growth rate than the ancestor at some point during the experiment (Figure 1, 95% confidence interval, n = 4). Fitness
decreases, or even population extinction, may occur in mutation accumulation experiments [20]; that the absolute growth
rates of some mutator populations decreased at some point
during the course of the experiment suggests that the mutator
phenotype had a deleterious effect upon populations.
Four Experimental Mutator Lines Evolved a Decreased
Mutation Rate
In order to determine whether the deleterious effect of the
mutator phenotype was associated with the evolution of
decreased mutation rates, we performed fluctuation tests
[21] on the mutator and nonmutator experimental lines (see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures, available online, for
details). Four out of eight mutator populations had a significant
reduction in their mutation rate (as determined by nonoverlapping 95% confidence intervals). While there was also a general
trend toward a decrease in the mutation rate of the nonmutator
experimental lines, the reduced power of the assay for distinguishing between lower mutation rates meant it was difficult
to discern any significant difference (Figures 2A and 2B).
The Decrease in Fitness of Mutator Lines Is Followed by
a Decrease in the Mutation Rate
The forces behind the invasion of a mutator allele in asexual
populations are well understood. Although a newly arising mutator allele may not confer any beneficial effect per se, such an
allele can increase in frequency because it has a higher probability than a nonmutator of being linked with a beneficial
mutation [22, 23]. However, for a newly arising reduced mutation rate allele, not only is it unlikely to confer any benefit itself,
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Figure 1. Fitness Trajectories of the Nonmutator and Mutator Lines during
6,700 Generations of Experimental Evolution
(A) Nonmutator lines. (B) Mutator lines. Fitness is taken as the maximum
growth rate achieved during 24 hr of growth (see Experimental Procedures).
Four replicate cultures were used per strain. Data represent the mean 6
95% confidence intervals. See also Figures S2 and S3.

but it is also less likely than the mutator-majority to be associated with a new beneficial mutation. Instead, its advantage
may derive from the decreased probability of association
with deleterious mutations. Indirect selection for nonmutators
is predicted to lead to no net change in the population fitness
trajectory. This is because as the mutator clones accumulate
deleterious mutations, they should decrease in fitness and
drop from the population while the least mutation-loaded
clones increase in frequency, without a net change in population fitness. A direct selection model would posit the opposite—that an increase in fitness should be associated with
the emergence of the reduced mutation rate clone. The final,
and least likely, possibility is that a reduced mutator allele
hitchhikes with a beneficial mutation.
We measured a mutation rate trajectory for two lines
(m2 and m8), carrying out fluctuation tests using independent
clones obtained at regular time intervals during the evolution
experiment. A decrease in the mutation rate occurred between
generations 3,100 and 4,700 in line m2, and between generations 5,700 and 6,700 in line m8, both with a significant
decrease in fitness in the interval immediately preceding it
(Figures 1, 2C, and 2D). Interestingly, the two clones used for
the assessment of line m2 at generation 3,100 were found to
have different mutation rates (Figure S1).
Fitness Dynamics of Emergence of Reduced Mutation
Rates in Mutator Populations
Theory predicts that a population experiencing weak selection
and high mutation rate should accumulate population-wide

variation. Conversely, a fixation event should be accompanied
by a reduction in genetic variation throughout the population.
To test these predictions we sampled 96 individuals from each
of five time points for lines m2 and m8 (Figure S2), using the
within-population fitness variance as a proxy for genetic variation. We found that while fitness variance tended to increase
over time, populations sampled at time points in agreements
with the fixation of reduced mutation rate alleles in both lines
showed bottlenecks, supporting the notion of recent selective
sweeps.
It is possible that the spread of the reduced mutation rate
was due to direct selection rather than its reduced likelihood
of sustaining deleterious mutations. In order to directly test
the ability of the reduced mutation rate clones to invade mutator populations, we carried out competitive fitness assays
between differently marked individuals taken from different
time points in lines m8 and m2. In line m8 we found that the
reduced mutation rate clone taken from generation 6,700
had a 1.19-fold fitness (60.04, 95% confidence interval)
advantage compared to the mutator clone taken from the
same line at generation 5,700 (Figure 3). The discovery of
both mutator and reduced mutation rate clones in the m2 population at generation 3,100 (Figure S1) afforded the opportunity
to test for the ability of the reduced mutation rate clone to
invade a contemporaneous mutator clone. When these two
clones were competed the reduced mutation rate clone was
found to have a 1.46-fold (60.1, 95% confidence interval)
fitness advantage over the mutator clone (Figure 3). It should
be noted that 95% confidence intervals are a conservative
estimate of the difference between two means and overlapping intervals do not automatically mean that two groups are
not significantly different. These results suggest that it was
not indirect selection that drove the reduced mutation rate
clones to fixation in these two lines. Rather, the discovery of
such a large difference in fitness between contemporaneous
mutator and reduced mutation rate clones suggests that
a direct fitness effect of the reduced mutator allele may
have been responsible. However, the fact that population
m2 appears to have had the larger proportion of its fitness
increased after it had become fixed for the reduced mutation
rate allele is evidence in support of the hitchhiking of the
reduced mutation rate allele with another beneficial mutation.
It is certainly impossible to rule out either of direct selection or
hitchhiking, or indeed that they are mutually exclusive. The
possibility that, in a population saddled with genetic load,
a reduced mutation rate genotype could be more likely to
be fixed by hitchhiking with a new beneficial mutation than
a mutator genotype could prove worth investigating.
Experimental Lines Became Diploid in All Mutator Strains
and Half of Wild-type Strains
Experimental propagation of haploid yeast cells has been
shown to lead to a switch to the diploid state in as few as
600 generations [24]. We checked the DNA content of all mutator and nonmutator lines and found that while all mutator lines
had become diploid sometime between 3,100 and 4,700
generations, after 6,700 generations, half of the nonmutator
lines remained in the haploid state (Table S1). Diploids arise
by endomitosis—the replication of the genome without a
subsequent cell division. Such a genome doubling is unlikely
to provide much respite from the mutations that had been
accumulated so far. All deleterious mutations will be duplicated along with the rest of the genome and will still
have a deleterious effect on the diploid. The advantage of
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Figure 2. Mutation Rates of Ancestral and Evolved Strains
Two clones were chosen from each population, transformed with either the adenine (light) or the Clonat (dark) marked plasmids, and then fluctuation tests
were performed using at least 16 cultures. Relative mutation rates of mutator (A) and nonmutator (B) strains collected from generation 6,700 are shown.
(C and D) The mutation rate trajectory during the course of experimental evolution for lines m2 and m8, respectively. Asterisks indicate experimental lines
with mutation rates significantly lower than the progenitor strain. Data represent the mean 6 95% confidence intervals. See also Figure S1.

diploidization for a mutator is also probably derived from the
prevention of the deleterious effects of future mutations—not
those that have already accumulated. The difference between
the mutator and nonmutator experimental lines suggests
stronger selective pressure for diploidy in the mutator lines.
Interestingly, despite this signature of selection, there was
never any increase in fitness following a ploidy change in the
nonmutator lines and no association between diploidization
and fitness increases in the mutator lines (fishers exact test,
p = 0.11). Although not conclusive, these results are consistent
with indirect, rather than direct, selection for ploidy change.
Another possibility is that nontransitive fitness differences
across populations combined with direct selection could
produce the same fitness dynamics. However, the competition
assays performed above (see also Figure S3) indicate that the
direction and magnitude of between-population fitness differences were similar to those measured using growth assays.
The Mechanistic Basis of the Reduced Mutation Rate
Phenotype
We next sought to investigate the molecular mechanisms
by which the low mutation rate was restored. When a functional MSH2 allele was reintroduced into mutator strains that
had experienced a decrease in mutation rate (m2, m4, m7,
and m8), the mutation rate was decreased to a value not significantly different from that of the wild-type for m4 and m8
(95% confidence interval, Figure S4). This result suggests
that in lines m2 and m7, the mismatch repair pathway may
have been affected by epistatic genetic interactions, rendering
wild-type Msh2 incompatible.
Performing classical genetic analyses using our evolved
lines was difficult as none of the derived strains were able to
undergo sporulation, probably due to their carrying a large
number of recessive deleterious mutations. As an alternative

approach, we compared the expression profile of an evolved
m8 clone (derived from generation 6,700) with its mutator
ancestor, and as a control, an evolved w1 clone (derived
from generation 6,700) to its nonmutator ancestor. The sets
of underexpressed (<0.5-fold) and overexpressed (>2-fold)
genes were quite distinct for the experimental and control
assays with only a single gene overlap in the sets of overexpressed genes (414 genes, evolved m8), and no overlap in
the sets of underexpressed genes (23 genes, evolved m8). In
contrast, a repeat of the m8/mutator ancestor experiment
saw a 94% overlap for over- and underexpressed genes. We
compared this set of over- and underexpressed genes with
transcription sets obtained from DNA damaging conditions
such as MMS [25] and ionizing radiation [26], but found almost
no overlap between these conditions. Five DNA replication
initiation factors were overexpressed; two of these (Pol1 and
Pol12) are essential components of the alpha/primase replication complex, the other two (Orc1 and Cdc45) are required for
the binding of the replication complex to replication initiation
sites, and Clb6 promotes early initiation of DNA synthesis
[27]. It is tempting to speculate that the overexpression of
replication initiation genes together with the highly processive
DNA polymerase d (encoded by Pol3) and the PCNA replication
clamp could promote earlier and stronger initiation at replication origins in the evolved m8 line. Indeed, when human Orc1
alone is overexpressed in fission yeast, DNA replication
becomes constitutive [28]. It has been demonstrated, both in
yeast and in other species, that the mutation rate is lowest
close to replication origins, especially those that fire earlier
in S phase [29–31]. Oxidative lesions, if left unrepaired by
MMR, can result in the DNA replication fork stalling. The
gaps left by this process can either be repaired by high-fidelity
homologous recombination (early in S phase) or low-fidelity
translesion polymerases (late S phase) [30–32]. It may be
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that a reduction in mutation rate could be achieved by the
more frequent use of homologous recombination rather than
error-prone polymerase to fill lesions that persist into S phase
due to a lack of mismatch repair.
Evolved Mutator Strains Have Varying Dependence on the
Heat Shock Protein Hsp90
A predicted consequence of accumulated deleterious mutations is the evolution of enhanced physiological buffering for
unstable proteins [20]. The most well-known buffering system
is the heat shock protein Hsp90, its yeast homolog encoded by
two genes, HSC82 and HSP82. Contrary to expectations, the
expression microarray analysis of the m8 line did not detect
the overexpression of any yeast chaperone protein. In order
to investigate the importance of Hsp90 to the evolved lines,
we tested the effects of the Hsp90 inhibitor Macbecin II. This
drug is expected to be harmful to cells that have sustained
a large number of mutations because it will remove the buffering effect of Hsp90, unmasking the effects of deleterious
mutations. Figure 4A shows that, in general, nonmutator
experimental lines grew better in the presence of Macbecin II
relative to their progenitor, while mutator lines showed a variable response to the drug.
The nonmutator evolved lines showed a positive correlation
between growth in YPD and growth in YPD + Macbecin II
(Figure 4B), indicating that improved rates of growth are not
Macbecin II specific. Conversely, the mutator strains show
no such correlation (Figure 4C). The finding that mutator populations in this study exhibit varying dependence on heat
shock protein buffering systems suggests that alternative
physiological buffering mechanisms or compensatory mutations may be able to ameliorate the effects of mutation accumulation. It is of note that the only two lines to have a significant
decrease in fitness (Figure 4, 95% confidence interval) when
treated with Macbecin II were lines m3 and m6, two lines
that did not evolve a decrease in mutation rate. This suggests
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Figure 4. Growth of Experimental Lines in the Presence of the Hsp90Inhibiting Drug Macbecin II
(A) The growth of evolved strains relative to their progenitor strain in the
presence of Macbecin II. Asterisks indicate significant difference to the
ancestor (95% confidence interval).
(B and C) The growth of nonmutator lines (C) in the presence of Macbecin II
was correlated with performance in YPD media without Macbecin II
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = +0.69, p = 0.028, one-tailed), while
(C) growth of the mutator strains in YPD + Macbecin II showed no correlation
with growth in YPD (Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r = 20.07, p = 0.43).

that these lines may tolerate the accumulation of deleterious
mutations by depending on the buffering effects of heat shock
protein.
The mutator phenotype has long been hypothesized to play
an important role in cancer progression [1]. Mutation shock
therapies, implemented using drugs such as Macbecin II,
have been employed to unmask the deleterious mutations
accumulated by cancer cells. Our results indicate that even
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cancerous growths that have accumulated many mutations
may have varying sensitivities to such drugs.
Conclusions
In this study we have observed the restoration of low mutation
rates during the extended propagation of mutator strains in an
environment to which they are well adapted. Remarkably, this
occurred without the advantage that natural populations have
of gene flow from outside the population to restore the msh2
mutant via recombination. These results hint that interactions
between mutation rates and genetic load may have unexpected effects upon mutation rate dynamics and that cells
have a variety of mechanisms by which they adapt to the
accumulation of deleterious mutations.
Experimental Procedures
Long-Term Experimental Evolution of Yeast Populations
The parental S. cerevisiae strain is isogenic with W303 (MATa his3-11,15
leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ade2-1 hmlD::TRP1). The HML locus was deleted to eliminate the possibility of mating type switching during the evolution experiment. The mutator strain was created by replacing the MSH2 gene from
the haploid strain with either a G418- or a hygromycin-resistance gene.
The wild-type strain was modified by insertion of either a G418- or a hygromycin-resistance gene in the HO locus. Eight experimental lines were established for the wild-type strain and the msh2 deletion mutator strain. Lines
1–8 for both strains were alternatively marked with one of the two drugresistant markers, each drug marker containing one of four different
genetic bar codes. These steps were taken to ensure there was no
cross-contamination during passaging of the lines, and all lines were
confirmed by PCR as having no cross-contamination after 6,700 generations. Each cycle comprised a daily 10,000-fold dilution in 3 ml of YPD in
test tubes (a bottleneck of 3 3 104 cells). Once every ten transfers, population samples from each line were stored in 20% glycerol at 280 C.
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes four figures, one table, and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online
at doi:10.1016/j.cub.2012.04.056.
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